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The Musiverse Story

So by now, many of you might wonder...
But what the heck is the Musiverse? Is this the metaverse correspondent to a music 
concert? Or a futuristic music festival in a science-fiction movie? Or maybe a parallel 

universe in a Rick & Morty episode? 

Probably one of them...or something greater?

The secret of music

Why is it so special to us?

If we aim to better understand the secret of music, we should take a closer look at 
vibration. Everything in this world is built up of frequencies, just like the sound.  

Certain frequencies can explain different qualities of the sound and these qualities 
are the main components of fundamental human feelings as well.

Here comes the law of attraction.

Just think about those parties or concerts, where You randomly made  
friends with strangers or even found your love!

When You’re at a certain concert or a party, it can easily cause a feeling that You  
somehow belong there. Music can attract people to dance, listen, express, and feel. 

Music is magical. And musicians are magicians. Their art speaks about human  
feelings and stories, which are relatable to many. 

Music is a universal language, indeed. 

This is why we invite You to join us...  
let’s explore the Musiverse together!
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT

All for the musicians and the community!

Musiverse is a Budapest - New York - based startup aiming to revolutionize and 
decentralize the music industry with the help of Web3 solutions & community  
movements. We beleive that Web3 is not only a financial or technological revolution, 
but it is a social one as well!

With our community events & parties, we are aiming to strenghten human relationships 
and support local and online communities in their goals. These events demonstrate the 
benefits of the Web3 movement as they give space for open-minded people who believe 
in blockchain, art, innovation and decentralization - the topics, which are important to us. 
 
We have created the whole project as a reflection of our values and as a response to all 
the existing problems in today’s world: crisis after crisis, the hopeless future of billions, 
and the exploitation of our home: the Earth, the society, and our culture. 

And what gives value to these NFTs?

By minting a Key, You not only benefit from their in-built utilities and support the 
formation of our forthcoming ecosystem, but You also contribute to the success 
of all talented musicians & artists whose Web3 journey can take off through our  
forthcoming, community-governed Music NFT Marketplace. We believe that Web3  
solutions are going to bring a massive paradigm shift to the music industry producing 
direct value to its participants.

With the development of our Web3 - Music Ecosystem, DAO, and international event  
series, our mission is to provide sustainable foundations for the revolution of Web3 - 
Music and creating bridge between communities and artists. Our movement will make it  
possible for everyone to own a piece of the future and set sail towards a more righteous 
society, where the value is not determined by centralised parties. We are creating an 
ecosystem, in which all the participants will be able to benefit - together. 

We land opportunities everywhere we go!
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NFT Collection

General information

The NFT collection will be minted on the Ethereum Mainnet (ERC-721) using our 
own DApp. The link for this site is going to be available on our official website at  
www.musiversenft.com and our official Discord channel. Buyers will have to cover the 
gas fees appearing during the mint, so it is important to prepare with a little more Ether 
in your wallets.

Mint Name: Keys to the Musiverse
Quantity: 5000 unique, Non-fungible tokens
Creator’s Royalty: 2,5% after every secondary sale
Maximum amount to mint/wallet: 5 NFTs
Maximum amount to hold/wallet: 10 NFTs

Sales Rounds Info
Round 1 - Pre-Sale - For the first round, we open the mint for 
500 NFTs to mint at a price of 0.05 ETH. These 500 NFTs are  
special, because we are going to distribute 10% of all the next rounds’  
revenues automatically among these NFTs in ETH, as soon as a round is Sold Out. 
Apart from this utility, all the other utilities remain the same.
Round 2 - At this round we open the mint for 750 more NFTs to be minted at a price of 
0.1 ETH. We keep the mint open until this round is not Sold Out.
Round 3 - At this round we open the mint for 1800 more NFTs to be minted at a price 
of 0.2 ETH. We keep the mint open until this round is not Sold Out.
Round 4 - At this round we open the mint for 500 more NFTs to be minted at a price of 
0.5 ETH. We keep the mint open until this round is not Sold Out.
Round 5 - This is the last round, when we open the mint for the last 250 NFTs to be 
minted at a price of 1 ETH. We keep the mint open until this round is not Sold Out.

NFT Art & Layers

The Keys exist in 4 different dimensions:
Graphic Art:  All the Keys have individual 3D designs with different traits & frames.
Titles: 500 different quotes will belong to the Keys. All of them will exist in 10  
different NFTs. The titles will also havedifferent functions during our events & quests.
Music: Each NFT will give private acces to mint an exclusive song selection from  
Housematic Radio for free. This exclusive album is going to exist in 5000 pieces only, 
and it’s never going to be available on any streaming or uploading platforms.
Utility: Learn about them in the Utility Chapter! (Page 6.)
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Keys to the Musiverse
Mint a Key and open your doors with it!
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NFT Utilities

The Keys will provide their holders with all the utilities below,  
however, certain utilities will be unlocked gradually as the Musiverse  
Ecosystem expands & evolves. 

As for social utility, the Keys function as a life-time pass to all of our music & Web3- 
related events, including private NFT parties or community meetups. The Keys 
also grant VIP entrance at all public concerts, conferences, and festivals, which we  
co-organize through our broadening partnership network.

For their artistic benefits, NFT holders have the privilege to mint the  
exclusive song selection of our main partner, Housematic Radio. This unreleased  
album is going to be available for their holders only, and the songs are never going 
to be released or uploaded to any of the music streaming platforms, like YouTube or  
Spotify.

As for the financial utilities, a part of our forthcoming Musiverse Token ($MSV) will 
be offered the NFT Holders, while they will have the privilege to participate in the  
official pre-sale of $MSV in 2023. Our Musiverse Token is designed to serve the gover-
nance of the whole Musiverse DAO & Ecosystem. 

UTILITIES

1. Lifetime VIP Pass to IRL events - Holders will be able to attend our music &  
community events all around the world for free by verifying their NFT ownership.  
Available forever from the mint.

2. $MSV Distribution - During our forthcoming $MSV Token Launch, NFT holders will 
have the opportunity to exchange their NFTs to a part of $MSV’s total supply. Available 
at the $MSV Launch, 2023.

3. $MSV Whitelist - Holders will be able to take part in the 1st round 
presale of $MSV. The 1st round is going to be open for the NFT holders only.  
Available at the $MSV Launch, 2023.
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NFT Utilities

4. Music Access - The Keys provide private access to mint the exclusive &   
unreleased album of Housematic Radio containing the songs of the Radio’s talented  
musicians. This album will only exist in the form of a 5000 pieces NFT Collection,  
which is going to be available for the Key holders only. Available from 2023 Q1.

5. Leasing - Holders will be able to lease their NFTs on certain  
occasions, like events or music NFT whitelists on the forthcoming Marketplace.  
Musiverse is going to provide the platform for this purpose. 
Available from 2023.

6. Governance Participation - NFT holders will have votes in our  
decision-making process about certain topics & fields regarding the ecosystem.  
Available from 2023.

7. Marketplace Whitelist - The Keys provide the opportunity to get  
whitelisted at all the NFT campaigns on our forthcoming Music NFT Marketplace.  
Available from the Marketplace Launch, 2023.

8. Alpha Membership - Direct access to our exclusive Musiverse Alpha Group, which 
is only available for the NFT holder community. 
Available from 2023 Q1.

10. Collecting Memorial SBTs - NFT Holders will receive unique Memorial SBTs  
whenever they enter an event of ours. These soulbound NFTs will reward 
their holders in several ways including token airdrops and discounts.  
Available from the mint.
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Music for the NFTs

Keys to the Musiverse NFT Collection will provide access to mint an exclusive 
music NFT selection from our main partner Housematic Radio. 

Housematic is the main Label for Pornostar Records, Avatar Records, and AHA  
Recordings. Being a Talent and Management Agency for 10 years, Housematic is  
always looking for new music artists to sign. Housematic is operating its Radio System 
as well with Special Guest Mixes and organize events all over the World from New York 
through Miami to Ibiza. 

The Keys will also provide VIP access to all the events, which Housematic organizes in 
cooperation with Musiverse.

Housematic Artists:
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Maya Pacziga

Welcome to a multidisciplinary Artist with skills in  
several arts, such as modeling, writing, music production,  
paintings and design. Maya aims to follow her  
musician father’s footsteps. Her music performance  
debuted in 2019 after several years of modeling, and  
traveling. Maya’s DJ sets offer a unique blend of house vibes 
fused with emotions in many genres. Her musical journey 
started in her childhood, when she learned how to play the 
flute and produce music with Logic and Ableton, which  
eventually lead her developing her talent as a composer. 
Both Maya’s musical selection and staging have allowed 
her to play shows in New York, Tulum, and Miami.



Music for the NFTs

Crazibiza

The producer & DJ duo crashed into the music scene 
in 2010 having more, than 200 Releases & Remixes on  
World’s most respected labels (Defected, Pacha, Ministry 
of Sound, Sony, Warner, etc.) since then. One of the most 
creative house duos was nominated by Beatport as Best 
Remixer and gained No.1 on its House Chart 12 times.  
Crazibiza’s Pornostar Records featured over 450  
releases. In addition to the studio works, Crazibiza has an  
extreme touring schedule with over 150 dates covering 
Europe, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Japan, Russia, Dubai, 
Mexico, Argentina, and the US.

Holem 

The young Hungarian producer has started to break 
into the music industry with his lo-fi beats, remixes, and  
lounge mixes. Holem has been gaining fame through his 
songs being used on TikTok more than 500 000 times, 
while he has more than 10 million streams on Spotify. 
His sound rotates around cozy vibes with some vintage   
elements reminding his listener of a peaceful, chillout  
weekend in nature.

Peter Makto

The Hungarian DJ & Producer is a true legend of 
house music touring the World for over 20 years giving 
shows in Ibiza, Miami, Amsterdam, London, Tokyo, and  
Budapest. Having references at the biggest festivals 
(Sziget, Balaton Sound), you can even find him playing at 
the smallest after-party venues with the finest selection 
of electronic songs. He can also list shows playing on a  
stage with names like Solomun, Carl Cox, Artbat, and 
many more. His deep, organic, melodic DJ sets will take 
You on a true spiritual journey with cleansing.
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Music for the NFTs

BBY

Florida-based self-producing singer and rapper, 
BBY represents the voice of his generation. He had 
the chance to meet the greatest Artists of this era 
and took inspiration from them at an early age. 
His sound is evolving around melancholic, deep  
melodies mixed with joyful, chilling tones.

Cheesecake Boys

Young and talented Hungarian DJ duo Cheesecake 
Boys are filling the dance floors all over the world 
with their special funky house mashups, bootlegs 
and worldwide releases.

The Boys played in several exclusive clubs in  
Manhattan, NYC including Skinos, the venue of the 
Musiverse NFT Launch Party in October. The duo 
charted 5 times as No.1 on Beatport’s funky house 
list.

Shadd

Shadd was born and raised in Budapest,  
Hungary. Discovering House music at a young age, he  
never doubted what he wanted to do in his life. Shadd  
dedicated his time to producing and songwriting, 
while he was working with DJs and Artists as a 
ghost producer. He also runs a recording studio in  
Budapest. Shadd is also touring the World with  
Crazibiza. He is the other half of the funky house 
project Cheesecake Boys.
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The Musiverse Series 
NFT events all around the world

In cooperation with the Musiverse Partners worldwide, we onboard exclusive events 
to our community at more & more geo-locations and regions. By verifying your NFT 
ownership, You will have the opportunity to enter all of these events for free and hang 
out with the community, with us, and with the musicians while enjoying the best  
quality music, exclusive programs, and attractions.

As for the Musiverse events, our repertoire represents a wide scale with different event 
types and concepts. Let us introduce You to these events!

Private NFT Parties

Our holders can enjoy exclusive private NFT parties in several locations. These 
events are only open to the Musiverse NFT Holder community. At these events, we 
always prepare with exciting, unexpected attractions & programs to provide the most  
memorable experiences to the Musiverse Community.

Community Meet-ups

Our meet-ups are organized at cozy, premium locations all around the world.  
These events give opportunities for presentations, NFT auctions, artistic & professional  
activities, and quality networking. We aim to create a friendly environment, which  
serves the community’s interests and gives opportunities for value creation in several 
fields. 

Public Parties & Concerts

We are going to announce more & more public parties & concerts in multiple genres 
and locations from underground techno parties to classical music concerts. Our NFTs 
provide free entrance to the VIP section, and the VIP is going to be available only for 
the holder community. 

Conferences & Festivals

The Keys are going to provide a limited number of free tickets to our conferences,  
which are going to give ground for project presentations and professional  
networking on the topics of Web3.0, Tokenization & NFTs, music in the Web 3 and  
artistic activities. The Keys will provide VIP tickets to our music festivals as well,  
which are going to be spiced up with augmented reality, crypto payments, exclusive 
shows, and the highest quality of organization. 11



The Musiverse Ecosystem  
& Roadmap

A part of the NFT utilities is connected to our future products, platforms & ecosystem. 

After the NFT collection launch, we are going to continue event organization  
intensively with more & more Web3- and music related events all around the world. 
The events will run continuously, while we are going to focus on the Ecosystem ex-
pansion and the delivery of our future products. We are going to focus on delivering 
the following Musiverse products & platforms in 2023:

1.) Web3-Music Agency for musicians (Education, management, services)
We support the formation of partnerships among musicians, music collectives,  
record labels, and professionals. We pay emphasized attention to education and 
support for musicians to start their journey in the Web3 space. Our Agency will  
provide all-inclusive management services & consultancy for musicians & labels  
including Web3.0 education, career management, promotion & label services.

2.) Governance Token ($MSV or Musiverse Token)
$MSV is going to provide financial self-sustainability and self-governance for the  
Musiverse DAO & Ecosystem. Token holders will have the opportunity to  
participate in the decision-making process in certain fields, such as the Music NFT  
Marketplace’s curation process and the Token Treasury’s capital  
allocation. The forthcoming $MSV Whitepaper is going to contain further  
information about the token protocol, tokenomics & governance.

3.) Music NFT Marketplace & Talent Program
Our marketplace is aiming to support and raise talented musicians in their early 
career stages. The curation process is going to be outsourced to the community,  
which will cause quality control and common interests backed with an easy-to-use  
experience for the users. The Marketplace is going to operate with 
decentralized functionality, community governance, low transaction fees,  
and multi- or cross-chain compatibility.

4.) Integration of the whole ecosystem and opening community governance
By linking the Web3-Music Agency & Governance Token with the Music NFT  
Marketplace, we create a self-sustainable DAO on the border of the music industry & the 
Web3 markets. As soon as we deliver the products, we are going to open self-governan-
ce gradually and we are going to focus on expanding the Ecosystem by decentralizing it   
sustainably. All of our major strategic decisions serve this vision.
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Musiverse Partners

By creating an exclusive network between music industry professionals and Web 3 
entities, we express our support for the mass adoption of Web 3 solutions. 
Musiverse Partners is not a simple partnership map, but rather a professional  
network of independent projects working towards a common vision. We believe that  
decentralization is an opportunity to make a change in the economic operations  
globally and we support promising movements working towards this goal.

We are open to different kinds of cooperation, whether it’s Web 3 or Music related. 
Feel free to contact us at: business@musiverse.tech !

We announce our latest partnerships in our official Discord server and website.

Event & Party organizers

As we focus on different Web 3 events, parties, and music concerts worldwide, it is 
essential to involve local partners and share resources with each other. We are open 
to establishing partnerships with local promoters, venues, Web3 communities, and 
music collectives worldwide. 

Web 3 Partnerships

We are open to form potential partnerships with promising Web 3 projects.  
By exchanging resources we have the opportunity to grow together and introduce 
our communities to each other’s projects. Web 3 is before its mass adoption, so our  
common goal is to join forces with other talented organizations.

Music Collectives

We establish partnerships with Web 3 & traditional record labels, A&R agencies, and 
other music-related collectives. We support traditional Web 2 music projects in the 
adoption of Web3 solutions, and we are committed providing opportunities for them.

Entertainment & More

Our business model is designed to be scalable and adaptable to other related  
markets, like fashion, arts, education, or entertainment. We are looking for cross-colla-
borations between other developing segments of the economy, as their transformation  
potentially contributes to the mass adoption of Web 3 as well.
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